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Sacred Spaces, Sacred Words:  
Religion and Same-Sex Marriage in England and Wales 
 
PAUL JOHNSON* AND ROBERT M. VANDERBECK** 
 
 
This article provides an analysis of the ways in which the spatial and illocutionary 
requirements of English marriage law Ð which regulate the spaces in which 
marriages may be solemnized and the words the parties being married must speak Ð 
have been used to maintain distinctions between same-sex and opposite-sex couples. 
It shows how religious opponents of same-sex partnership recognition have relied 
upon historically entrenched differences between the spatial and illocutionary aspects 
of Ôcivil marriageÕ and Ôreligious marriageÕ to argue in favour of the enactment of 
law that enables organized religions to exclude same-sex couples from religious 
premises and ceremonies that are open to opposite-sex couples for the purpose of 
solemnizing marriage. It extends recent international debates about how faith-based 
discrimination against same-sex couples is accommodated by legislators and 
legitimized by law. The article concludes with a consideration of how English law 
could be amended to end discrimination based on sexual orientation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
During the passage of the Civil Partnership Act 2004 and the Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013, members of the UK Parliament debated not only whether same-
sex couples should be able to have their relationships legally recognized but also the 
specific means by which these relationships should be registered or solemnized. A 
recurring theme of these debates concerned the types of spaces in which same-sex 
couples should or should not be legally permitted to register a civil partnership or 
solemnize a marriage and, when doing so, the nature of the words that must or must 
not be spoken. These spatial and illocutionary aspects of law
1
 have been and continue 
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 We use the term ÔillocutionaryÕ in respect of those aspects of marriage law that require an individual 
to perform specific Ôspeech actsÕ during a marriage ceremony in order to create a contract of marriage. 
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to be important because they provide the primary means by which differences 
between same-sex and opposite-sex couples are maintained. Most crucially, these 
aspects of law enable organized religions to exclude same-sex couples from spaces 
and practices that are open to opposite-sex couples for the purpose of solemnizing 
marriage. 
 
This article examines how the spatial and illocutionary aspects of marriage law have 
been utilized by those with a religious hostility to homosexuality to influence the 
shape of English statute law relating to same-sex civil partnership and marriage in 
ways that enable discrimination against same-sex couples to persist.
2
 We argue that 
the primary reason that religious-based arguments have been able to successfully 
influence the law, within a legislative environment that many argue is characterized 
by the progressive marginalization of religion,
3
 is because such arguments rely upon 
historically entrenched distinctions between the spatial and illocutionary requirements 
for solemnizing Ôcivil marriageÕ and Ôreligious marriageÕ.
4
 By invoking these 
historical distinctions between secular and sacred marriage and presenting them as 
seemingly incontrovertible and unassailable, religious opponents of same-sex 
partnership recognition have been able to exercise significant authority during the 
passage of successive legislation in the UK Parliament. We begin the article therefore 
with an overview of these historical aspects of English law, before going on to show 
how they have been systematically deployed in order to maintain inequalities between 
same-sex and opposite-sex couples. We conclude by arguing that, in light of 
widespread religious hostility to same-sex marriage, equality on the grounds of sexual 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For a general discussion of illocutionary acts in the context of marriage law see L. H. Schwartzman, 
Challenging Liberalism: Feminism as Political Critique (2006).  
2
 We restrict our analysis to statute law extending to England and Wales in order to allow for an in-
depth examination of marriage law in one jurisdiction of the UK. For a relevant discussion in respect of 
Scotland, see K. Mck. Norrie, ÔCivil partnership in Scotland 2004-14, and beyondÕ in From Civil 
Partnership to Same-Sex Marriage: Interdisciplinary Reflections, eds. N. Barker and D. Monk  (2015). 
3
 This form of argument is critically discussed, for example, in P. Johnson and R.M. Vanderbeck, Law, 
Religion and Homosexuality (2014). 
4
 As we explain below, the distinction between ÔcivilÕ and ÔreligiousÕ marriage denotes only a 
difference in the mode by which a marriage is solemnized rather than a difference in the legal status of 
the marriage contract itself. The English courts have long held that, Ô[t]o the law there is only one 
contract of marriage. It may be solemnized in a church by the parish clergyman with the rites of the 
Church of England, the parties thereto being persons holding the tenets of that Church, or it may be 
made before a registrar (who is a purely civil official), the parties thereto being of no religious belief 
whatever. The result is one and the same in every respect known to the lawÕ (R v Dibdin [1910] 57, 
Fletcher Moulton LJ 114). The fact that a marriage solemnized by means of a civil or religious 
ceremony results in the same legal contract has been used by religious opponents of same-sex marriage 
to contest proposals to allow same-sex couples access to Ôcivil marriageÕ (see n. 96). 
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orientation in respect of the solemnization of marriage may only be achievable by 
legislative means that would involve significant changes to English law. Overall, the 
article contributes to wider debates regarding how particular forms of discrimination 
based on sexual orientation by religious individuals and groups are negotiated, 
accommodated and legitimized, an issue that is of growing concern in diverse 
international jurisdictions where same-sex marriage has been legalized or is being 
debated.
5
 
 
SPATIAL AND ILLOCUTIONARY ASPECTS OF ENGLISH MARRIAGE 
LAW SINCE 1753 
 
In this section, we examine the historical development of English statute law in 
respect of the requirements that it places on where marriages can be solemnized and 
the words that must be spoken by the parties being married. We trace the development 
of statute law since 1753 (the year that the Parliament of Great Britain passed an Act
6
 
that Ôput the law of marriage in England and Wales on a statutory basisÕ
7
) in order to 
demonstrate how it has been characterized by continual contestation over the spatial 
and illocutionary requirements for solemnizing marriage. An understanding of this 
history is important because, as we will show, it has given rise to a legal landscape 
that provides the foundation for enabling discrimination against same-sex couples to 
continue in the contemporary period. 
 
When Parliament passed the Act of 1753, its chief aim was to address the Ôgreat 
mischiefs and inconvenienciesÕ that were said to Ôhave arisen from clandestine 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
 See, for example, L. Underkuffler, ÔOdious discrimination and the religious exemption questionÕ 
(2010-11) 32 Cardozo L Rev 2069-2091; E. Bonthuys, ÔIrrational accommodation: conscience, religion 
and same-sex marriages in South AfricaÕ (2008) 125 S. African LJ 473-483; D. NeJaime, ÔMarriage 
inequality: same-sex relationships, religious exemptions, and the production of sexual orientation 
discriminationÕ (2012) 100 Cal Law Rev 1169-1238; J. Lindberg, ÔRenegotiating the role of majority 
churches in Nordic parliamentary debates on same-sex unionsÕ (2016) 58 Journal of Church and State 
80-97. 
6
 An Act for the better preventing of clandestine Marriages (1753) 26 Geo. 2 c. 33 (hereinafter 
Clandestine Marriages Act 1753).  
7
 R. Probert, ÔThe impact of the Marriage Act of 1753: was it really Òa most cruel law for the fair 
sexÓ?Õ (2005) 38 Eighteenth-Century Studies 247-262. For a discussion of the history of marriage law 
prior to 1753 and of the progressive involvement of the state in regulating marriage that led to the 
enactment of the Clandestine Marriages Act 1753, see R. B. Outhwaite, Clandestine Marriage in 
England 1500-1850 (1995). 
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marriagesÕ
8
 and to regulate the Ômany personsÕ who Ôsolemnize matrimony in prisons 
and other places without publication of banns, or licence of marriage first had and 
obtainedÕ.
9
 To achieve the ambition of better preventing clandestine marriages, the 
Act of 1753 introduced a number of requirements relating to the preliminaries for and 
solemnization of marriage. The most significant of these was the requirement that the 
solemnization of all marriages, whether preceded by banns or by licence, must take 
place in a Church of England parish church or chapel.
10
 The consequence of this was 
that the parties to a marriage were required to conform to the form of solemnization of 
matrimony as specified in the Book of Common Prayer. This necessitated, for 
instance, both parties making an affirming declaration and repeating a contracting 
statement (a vow) spoken by a minister.
11
 Although the Act of 1753 included 
important exceptions Ð most notably it did not apply to any marriage amongst Jews or 
Quakers (providing both parties to a marriage were Jews or Quakers respectively)
12
 or 
to the Royal Family
13
 Ð it imposed on most couples wishing to marry the requirement 
that their marriage be solemnized in a space controlled by the Church of England and 
that they speak a set of words
14
 prescribed by the Church of England.
15
 
 
The requirement that marriages be solemnized in a Church of England church or 
chapel was significantly changed by an Act of 1836.
16
 This Act made it possible for a 
building that was certified as a place of religious worship to be registered for the 
purpose of solemnizing marriages therein, providing that this was supported by at 
least twenty householders who had used the building for at least one year as their 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
 Clandestine Marriages Act 1753, preamble. 
9
 id., s. 8. 
10
 id., preamble and s. 4 (s. 6 reserved the right of the Archbishop of Canterbury to grant ÔSpecial 
Licences to marry at any convenient time or placeÕ, see also n. 40 and 41). 
11
 The Book of Common Prayer (1662, Baskerville edition of 1762 consulted).  
12
 Clandestine Marriages Act 1753, s. 18. 
13
 id., s. 17. 
14
 English law has long recognized that there are certain instances when the words of the marriage 
service cannot be spoken by one or both parties, such as in respect of marriage involving Ôdeaf and 
dumb (sic) personsÕ, and where this is the case it does not affect the validity of the contract (Harrod v 
Harrod [1854] 1 K & J 4). 
15
 Those requirements were not affected by subsequent reform of marriage law in the early nineteenth 
century by An Act for amending the Laws respecting the Solemnization of Marriages in England 
(1823) 4 Geo. 4 c. 76; An Act to amend an Act passed in the last Session of Parliament, intituled An 
Act for amending the Laws respecting the Solemnization of Marriages in England (1824) 5 Geo. 4 c. 
32; An Act to render valid Marriages solemnized in certain Churches and Chapels (1830) 11 Geo. 4 & 
1 Will. 4 c. 18; and An Act to render certain Marriages valid, and to alter the Law with respect to 
certain voidable Marriages (1835) 5 & 6 Will. 4 c. 54. 
16
 An Act for Marriages in England (1836) 6 & 7 Will. 4 c. 85. 
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usual place of public religious worship.
17
 If such a registration was granted, a 
marriage could then be solemnized on the authority of superintendent registrarÕs 
certificate in that place of worship Ôaccording to such form and ceremony as they [the 
parties to be married] may see fit to adoptÕ.
18
 This meant that religious ÔdissentersÕ 
could marry in the buildings where they gathered for religious worship and by way of 
a ceremony other than that prescribed by the Church of England. However, the Act of 
1836 created the requirement that in some part of any marriage ceremony adopted in a 
registered building, each of the parties to be married must speak a prescribed set of 
declaratory and contracting words.
19
 The Act of 1836 also made provision for those 
couples who did not wish to marry in a Church of England church or a registered 
building to have their marriage solemnized at the office of a superintendent registrar. 
The introduction of Ôcivil marriageÕ came with the requirement that the parties to be 
married must each speak the same declaratory and contracting words required for the 
solemnization of marriage in a registered building.
20
  
 
The Act of 1836 therefore established three principal spaces in which couples could 
marry: Church of England churches or chapels, registered buildings (places of 
worship other than those of the Church of England) and register offices. It further 
established two modes of speech that those wishing to contract marriage must engage 
in: the words required by the Church of England for marriage according to its rites, 
and the words required by the state for marriage in registered buildings or register 
offices.
21
 At the point that Parliament created this framework for the solemnization of 
marriage, its most contentious element was the opportunity it afforded individuals to 
contract a marriage in a register office without any religious ceremony. There was 
strong opposition in the House of Commons to this on the basis that it Ôseparated the 
contract of marriage from what it always had previously in this country, the sanction 
of a religious ceremonyÕ.
22
 One MP argued that, 
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17
 id., s. 18. 
18
 id., s. 20. 
19
 id., s. 20. 
20
 id., s. 21. 
21
 id., ss. 2 and 45 continued the exceptions in respect of Jews, Quakers and the Royal Family 
contained in the Clandestine Marriages Act 1753. 
22
 John Poulter, 34 H.C. Debs., col. 491 (13 June 1836). 
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[w]ith the single exception of the time of the great Rebellion, there was no one 
instance in the history of the country, of marriage having been considered 
otherwise than as a religious ceremony. This was a solitary attempt to give a 
civil character to a religious contract.
23
 
 
However, although some parliamentarians argued vigorously that register office 
marriage represented a Ôgratuitous desecration of the marriage riteÕ,
24
 the House of 
Commons voted to retain the provision that enabled it.
25
  
 
Debates in the House of Commons during the passage of what became the Act of 
1836 showed considerable disagreement among legislators about the extent to which 
the law should promote both the religious character of marriage and the Church of 
EnglandÕs primary role in solemnizing it. For instance, in response to the proposal 
that couples who Ôobjected to marriage being considered a religious ceremony, should 
state their objection upon the registerÕ,
26
 a clause was added to the Bill that placed a 
requirement upon those marrying in a register office to make the following verbal 
declaration: ÔI do solemnly declare, that I have conscientious scruples against 
marrying in any Church or Chapel, or with any religious ceremonyÕ.
27
 However, this 
approach was criticized by some for having no effect on couples seeking to have a 
marriage religiously solemnized outside of the rites of the Church of England.
28
 When 
an alternative declaration was proposed and rejected Ð which would have required 
parties being married in registered buildings or register offices to verbally state, ÔI do 
solemnly declare that I have conscientious scruples against the solemnization of 
marriage according to the rites and ceremonies of the Church of EnglandÕ
29
 Ð MPs 
also voted to remove the conscientious objection declaration in respect of register 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23
 Sir Robert Inglis, id. The reference to the great Rebellion refers to the Act passed by Parliament 
during the Commonwealth of England that enabled marriage to be solemnized before a Justice of the 
Peace. It would be mistaken, however, to see this as creating entirely civil (or secular) marriage since 
the prescribed contracting words to be spoken by the parties to be married contained a reference to 
ÔGod the searcher of all heartsÕ. An Act touching Marriages and the Registring thereof; and also 
touching Births and Burials (1653) in Acts and Ordinances of the Interregnum, 1642-1660, eds. C. H. 
Firth and R. S. Rait (1911). 
24
 Charles Law, 34 H.C. Debs., col. 493 (13 June 1836). 
25
 id., col. 494. The House of Commons divided Ayes 58 to Noes 123 on an amendment to remove the 
clause enabling marriages to be celebrated before the Superintendent Registrar. 
26
 Sir Robert Peel, id., col. 493. 
27
 A Bill for Marriages in England, version of 17 June 1836, clause 18. 
28
 Henry Goulburn, 34 H.C. Debs., col. 1021 (28 June 1836). 
29
 id. 
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office marriage on the grounds that it was Ôcontrary to the general principle of the 
BillÕ.
30
 Several MPs regarded this as a means by which the law would Ôunchristianize 
matrimonyÕ
31
 and Ôdeclare that marriage migh (sic) be contracted in contempt of 
every religious ceremony which heretofore had sanctified itÕ.
32
 
 
The Parliamentary debates of 1836 about the appropriate relationship between 
religion and marriage, with their emphasis on where couples should be permitted to 
marry and according to what ceremonies, provide the foundation for all subsequent 
debates about English marriage law. Since that time, legislators have consistently 
shown concern to carefully manage the spatial and illocutionary requirements for 
solemnizing marriage in order to preserve the distinction between the civil and 
religious ÔroutesÕ into marriage created by the Act of 1836. Indeed, just twenty years 
after the Act of 1836, Parliament strengthened that distinction by enacting a statute 
that created the blanket prohibition Ôthat at no marriage solemnized at the registry 
office of any district shall any religious service be usedÕ.
33
 It did so when making 
provision to enable any parties who had contracted a marriage at a register office to 
subsequently add a religious ceremony ordained or used by the church or persuasion 
of which they were members.
34
 The prohibition of the use of any religious service in a 
registry office was added to the Bill when it was examined and amended in Select 
Committee
35
 and its effect was to enforce a clear distinction between the illocutionary 
aspects of marriage solemnized in civil or religious spaces. 
 
For decade after decade, piecemeal reform of English marriage law maintained the 
spatial and illocutionary differences between what became generally regarded as 
Ôreligious marriageÕ and Ôcivil marriageÕ. However, in doing so, it eventually became 
accepted that the legal situation was Ôalmost unintelligible owing to the number and 
complexity of the enactmentsÕ.
36
 Thus, when English law relating to the 
solemnization and registration of marriage was consolidated in 1949, the chief aim of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30
 Lord John Russell, id., col. 1032. The House of Commons divided Ayes 67 to Noes 108 that the 
declaration stand part of the Bill. 
31
 Charles Law, id., col. 1026. 
32
 Henry Goulburn, id., col. 1032. 
33
 An Act to amend the Provisions of the Marriage and Registration Acts (1856) 19 & 20 Vict. c. 119, 
s. 12.  
34
 id. 
35
 Journals of the House of Lords, vol. 88, 11 July 1856, pp. 413-414. 
36
 Sir William Jowitt, 163 H.L. Debs., cols. 350-351 (28 June 1949). 
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the consolidating Act was to simplify the law. However, what the Marriage Act 1949 
actually achieved was to more simply convey the complex distinctions that the law 
maintained. For instance, Part 2 of the Marriage Act 1949 made provision for 
marriage to be solemnized according to the rites of the Church of England
37
 and set 
out the four methods of authorizing such marriages: the publication of banns of 
matrimony; a special licence of marriage; a common licence of marriage; or a 
certificate issued by a superintendent registrar.
38
 Each method of authorizing a 
marriage according to the rites of the Church of England (except in respect of 
marriage authorized by special licence) placed restrictions on the space in which the 
marriage could be solemnized: for example, a marriage solemnized on the authority of 
a common license was restricted to Ôthe parish church of the parish, or an authorised 
chapel of the ecclesiastical district, in which one of the persons to be married has had 
his or her usual place of residence for fifteen days immediately before the grant of the 
licenceÕ or Ôa parish church or authorised chapel which is the usual place of worship 
of the persons to be married or of one of themÕ.
39
 Part 3 of the Marriage Act 1949 
made similarly clear the spatial and illocutionary distinctions maintained between 
marriages solemnized on the authority of superintendent registrarÕs certificate in 
registered buildings, in places according to the usages of the Religious Society of 
Friends (Quakers) or of the Jews, and in register offices.  
 
The Marriage Act 1949 can be seen as a taxonomy of the spatial and illocutionary 
differences between the modes of solemnizing civil and religious marriages that had 
developed in the previous century and, moreover, a means by which to ensure the 
maintenance of those differences. At the time the Marriage Act 1949 was enacted, the 
solemnization of religious marriage was largely confined to specific places of worship 
Ð churches and chapels of the Church of England and registered buildings of other 
faiths Ð save for those marriages between Quakers and Jews. However, this 
containment of religious marriages in places of worship was relaxed in 1970 to enable 
so-called Ôdeathbed marriagesÕ to be solemnized elsewhere than in a registered 
building Ôaccording to such form or ceremony, not being the rites or ceremonies of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37
 By virtue of the Marriage Act 1949, s. 78(2) any reference in that Act to the Church of England is 
(unless the context otherwise requires) to be construed as including a reference to the Church in Wales. 
We similarly refer to the Church of England to include a reference to the Church in Wales unless a 
distinction is necessary.  
38
 Marriage Act 1949, s. 5 (as enacted). 
39
 id., s. 15 (as enacted). 
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Church of England or the Church in Wales, as the persons to be married shall see fit 
to adoptÕ.
40
 Similarly, in 1983 provision was made to enable marriage to be 
solemnized according to religious rites in respect of persons who were housebound or 
detained.
41
 The spaces in which marriage could be solemnized by civil ceremony 
were also significantly expanded in 1994 when legislation enabled marriage to be 
solemnized on premises approved by local authorities.
42
 A marriage solemnized on an 
approved premises is subject to the prohibition that Ô[n]o religious service shall be 
usedÕ
43
 and the parties to be married must speak the same declaratory and contracting 
words that are required in the context of marriage solemnized in registered buildings 
or register offices.
44
 In 1996, Parliament provided couples to be married other than 
according to the rites of the Church of England with alternative declaratory and 
contracting words
45
 on the basis that the Ôstyle, vocabulary and grammatical 
constructionÕ of the existing words was Ôdiscordant with the rest of the rites now used 
in the Roman Catholic and Free ChurchesÕ and Ôalien to the natural mode of 
expression of the coupleÕ.
46
 
 
SAME-SEX CIVIL PARTNERSHIP: RELIGIOUS OPPOSITION AND THE 
SACRED/SECULAR DISTINCTION 
 
Having traced the origins of the spatial and illocutionary aspects of English marriage 
law and the sacred/secular distinctions they produce and maintain, this section 
examines how these aspects of marriage law were crucial to the development and 
enactment of the Civil Partnership Act 2004, which enabled same-sex couples in the 
UK to register a civil partnership. The illocutionary aspects of marriage law 
underpinned the inclusion of provisions in the Civil Partnership Act 2004 that make 
the signing of a civil partnership document in England and Wales the formal means 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40
 Marriage (Registrar GeneralÕs Licence) Act 1970, s. 10(1) (as enacted). This Act also made 
provision for deathbed marriage by civil ceremony. Deathbed marriage solemnized according to the 
rites of the Church of England was already possible by authority of Special Licence, granted by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury under An Acte for the exonaracion frome exaccions payde to the See of 
Rome (1533) 25 Hen. 8 c. 21. 
41
 Marriage Act 1983. This Act also made provision for marriage in such circumstances by civil 
ceremony. Marriage for housebound and detained persons solemnized according to the rites of the 
Church of England was already possible by authority of Special Licence (see n. 40).  
42
 Marriage Act 1994. 
43
 Marriage Act 1949, s. 46B(4). 
44
 id., s. 46B(3). 
45
 Marriage Ceremony (Prescribed Words) Act 1996. 
46
 Bishop of Southwark (Robert Williamson), 572 H.L. Debs., col. 842 (21 May 1996).  
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by which a civil partnership is registered
47
 (in contrast to the verbal declaration and 
contract made in the solemnization of marriage) and prohibit any Ôreligious service 
[being] used while the civil partnership registrar is ofﬁciating at the signing of a civil 
partnership documentÕ.
48
 The spatial aspects of marriage law underpinned the 
inclusion of the prohibition that the place that two people may register as civil 
partners of each other Ômust not be in religious premisesÕ
49
 (defined as those premises 
which Ôare used solely or mainly for religious purposesÕ or Ôhave been so used and 
have not subsequently been used solely or mainly for other purposesÕ
50
). As we 
demonstrate below, these provisions were included in order to imbue the process of 
civil partnership registration with spatial and illocutionary characteristics that were 
different to those associated with the solemnization of marriage.  
 
The basis for the prohibitions in the Civil Partnership Act 2004 relating to religious 
premises and religious services can be found in the governmentÕs response to the 
public consultation on civil partnership that took place in 2003.
51
 This consultation 
generated considerable opposition from churches and other religious organisations. 
The governmentÕs own analysis showed that it received responses from 17 nationally 
based religious groups and that 47 per cent of these (eight responses) did not support 
the principle of a same-sex civil partnership scheme.
52
 The analysis further showed 
that the government received 20 responses from a number of organizations 
representing individual religious groups and congregations and of these 85 per cent 
(17 responses) were not supportive.
53
 The governmentÕs response to this opposition 
was to state that it would not Ôinterfere in matters that are clearly for religious groups 
to decide for themselvesÕ and that the Ôregistration of a civil partnership would be a 
purely civil process and involves no religious elementÕ.
54
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47
 Civil Partnership Act 2004, s. 2 (in respect of England and Wales). 
48
 id., s. 2(5) (in respect of England and Wales). 
49
 id., s. 6(1)(b) (as enacted, in respect of England and Wales). 
50
 id., s. 6(2) (as enacted, in respect of England and Wales). 
51
 Women and Equality Unit, Civil Partnership: A Framework for the Legal Recognition of Same-Sex 
Couples (2003). 
52
 Women and Equality Unit, Responses to Civil Partnership: A Framework for the Legal Recognition 
of Same-Sex Couples (2003) para. 2.13. 
53
 id., para. 2.14. 
54
 id., para. 3.12. 
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In order to achieve its commitment not to ÔinterfereÕ with religion, the government 
looked to the pre-existing legal framework regulating the solemnization of civil 
marriage as a model for creating civil partnership. As noted previously, since the 
commencement of the Act of 1836 it has been possible to solemnize marriage on the 
authority of superintendent registrarÕs certiﬁcate
55
 in a register ofﬁce, and 
subsequently approved premises, in a manner that must not involve any religious 
service. When marriage is solemnized in this way, the only aspect of the ceremony 
which directly corresponds with marriage that is solemnized according to a religious 
ceremony is in respect of the verbal declaration and contract made by the parties to be 
married in a registered building (places of religious worship other than those of the 
Church of England). In order to construct civil partnership in a way that divested the 
registration process of any religious quality, the government used the model of civil 
marriage and omitted the element of the declaratory and contracting words. This can 
be seen as an attempt to appease hostile religious groups by ensuring that the civil 
partnership registration process had no spatial or illocutionary similitude with 
religious marriage.  
 
When the Civil Partnership Bill was debated in Parliament, the government stated that 
its Ôstrength [was] that it offers a secular solution to the disadvantages which same-
sex couples face in the way they are treated by our lawsÕ.
56
 The Bishop of 
Peterborough (Ian Cundy) welcomed the governmentÕs commitment to Ôa secular 
solutionÕ which he stated was ÔhonouredÕ by the creation of Ôa distinctive procedure 
with no specific wording; a document signed before a civil partnership registrar; 
without religious, or indeed any, defined ceremonyÕ.
57
 However, this emphasis on the 
secular quality of civil partnership failed to mollify some of those religious 
organisations and individuals who remained hostile. Continued antagonism stemmed 
from what the Bishop of Oxford (Richard Harries) described as Ôa concern to some in 
the Churches that the legislation [. . .] parallels that for marriage at almost every 
pointÕ.
58
 This point was reiterated by a range of parliamentarians who asserted that 
civil partnership was Ôdriven too much by an attempt to shadow the provisions for 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55
 Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, s. 161(3) made the requirement Ôtwo certificatesÕ. 
56
 Baroness Scotland of Asthal, 660 H.L. Debs., col. 388 (22 April 2004). Our emphasis.  
57
 id., cols. 421-422. 
58
 id., col. 399. 
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marriageÕ,
59
 was Ôa parody on marriageÕ
60
 and Ôintroduces homosexual marriage by 
any other nameÕ.
61
  
 
This opposition to civil partnership was recognized to come from Ôthose who feel that 
it is an attack on Christian marriage or, indeed, on civil marriage, which has its roots 
in a Christian traditionÕ.
62
 Imbuing all marriage with a sacred quality and origins, 
these opponents did not accept that the governmentÕs proposals for the civil 
partnership registration process significantly distinguished civil partnership from 
marriage. By depicting marriage, regardless of where or how it was solemnized, as Ôa 
solemn and holy thingÕ
63
 and a Ôunique and holyÕ institution,
64
 it was argued that the 
introduction of civil partnership would Ôfurther undermine the institution of marriage 
Ð the holiest state of matrimony. At the same time, it will be an affront to Christians 
and other faith communities.Õ
65
 Civil partnership would do this, it was argued, 
because, for instance, a civil partnership Ômust be solemnised in front of a registrar in 
the presence of two witnesses, exactly like marriageÕ.
66
 Such views were in sympathy 
with the Church of EnglandÕs argument that marriage Ôwarrants a special position 
within the social and legislative framework of our societyÕ and its doubt that Ôthere 
will in practice be a sufficient distinction in law between marriage and registered 
same-sex partnershipsÕ.
67
 
 
In response to these arguments, key supporters of the introduction of civil partnership 
rarely contested assertions regarding the ostensibly sacred quality of all marriage. 
Rather, supporters sought to appease objectors by acceding to the claim that marriage 
retained a religious signiﬁcance that made it distinct from purely secular civil 
partnership. For example, Alan Duncan MP asserted that Ô[w]hile marriage is an 
ancient institution with special religious signiﬁcance, civil partnership is a secular 
legal arrangementÕ, and because a Ôreligious service is speciﬁcally banned during the 
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signing of the registerÕ, the Ôclear distinction between a civil secular partnership and 
the institution of marriage [is] preservedÕ.
68
 Similarly, Chris Bryant MP argued that 
Ômarriage is an institution that is ordained of God and should be celebrated between a 
man and a womanÕ and that Ôwe should have in law separate institutions that reﬂect 
that realityÕ.
69
 These arguments, similar to those made by many parliamentarians in 
1836 about the religious quality of marriage, sought to sacralize all marriage (to 
imbue all marriage with a sacred quality) in order to distinguish it from secular civil 
partnership. In this sense, the historical affinities of civil and religious marriage were 
stressed in order to make marriage per se appear distinct from civil partnership. As 
Jacqui Smith MP argued: 
 
[W]e have used civil marriage as the template for creating a completely new 
legal relationship, that of the civil partnership [. . .] The whole point, however, 
is that civil partnership is not civil marriage, for a variety of reasons, such as 
the traditions and history Ð religious and otherwise Ð that accompany 
marriage. It is not marriage, but it is, in many ways Ð dare I say it? Ð akin to 
marriage. We make no apology for that.
70
 
 
Edward Leigh MP described this argument as Ôpure sophistryÕ designed to avoid 
affronting Ôreligious sentimentÕ.
71
 However, whilst stressing the similarities between 
civil and religious marriage could be seen as a dubious way to distinguish marriage 
from civil partnership Ð particularly since, as discussed previously, marriage has long 
been solemnized in civil contexts by way of a purely secular ceremony Ð it was the 
omission of that shared aspect of civil and religious marriage (the verbal declaration 
and contract) from the civil partnership registration process that made it distinctive. 
This omission provided the government with a significant means of assuaging 
ÔpeopleÕs deeply held views, particularly about religious marriageÕ.
72
 As such, the 
enactment of the Civil Partnership Act 2004 was aided by the governmentÕs 
engineering of the spatial and illocutionary dimensions of the civil partnership 
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registration process in a way that resisted the persistent faith-based objection that civil 
partnership was Ôgay marriage in all but nameÕ.
73
 
 
ÔBLURÕ AND ÔMUDDLEÕ? CIVIL PARTNERSHIP REGISTRATION IN 
PLACES OF WORSHIP 
 
The governmentÕs specification of the spatial and illocutionary aspects of the civil 
partnership registration process to ensure that civil partnership would be regarded as 
strictly ÔsecularÕ was not welcomed by all supporters of same-sex partnership 
recognition. Indeed, during the passage of the Civil Partnership Act 2004, some 
parliamentarians actively objected to the prohibition of registering a civil partnership 
in religious premises or by way of a religious service. For example, Baroness Rendell 
argued that Ô[b]eing gay does not turn someone into an atheistÕ and Ô[m]any 
homosexual and lesbian people are deeply religious [É] and would like to feel their 
commitment to each other was made in the sight of God as well as manÕ.
74
 Similarly, 
the Bishop of Oxford (Richard Harries) argued that preventing Ôregistration taking 
place in any premises designed or mainly used for religious purposesÕ was 
Ôunsatisfactory for two reasonsÕ:  
 
First, it infringes the proper freedom of religious authorities to control such 
premises. As a matter of principle, it is for those authorities and not for the 
state to decide whether or not their premises should be available to be used for 
registration purposes [É] Secondly, the ban would deny some couples the 
possibility of a religious celebration in close proximity to a civil registration, 
which they may see as a commitment with a religious dimension. For 
example, they may want to have a civil registration in a church hall and then 
to move on afterwards to a religious ceremony in a church. Of course, that is 
not allowed in the Church of England and some other Christian 
denominations. But there may very well be religious bodies which would not 
only permit but welcome such a development, and it would be quite wrong to 
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preclude them from having such a ceremony in proximity to a church hall, for 
example.
75
 
 
Although the Bishop of Oxford did not explicitly advocate that same-sex couples 
should be able to register a civil partnership by means of a religious ceremony inside 
a church Ð he made the distinction between a registration taking place in a church hall 
and a religious ceremony following later inside a church Ð he did directly contest the 
prohibition on registering a civil partnership in a religious premises. When an 
amendment was tabled that sought to omit this prohibition from the Bill, it was met 
with significant hostility on the grounds that, for example,  
 
[it] would legalise civil partnership registration in a church, a mosque, a 
synagogue or temple [É] But a great many clergy would regard it as totally 
unacceptable for a Government Bill to permit civil partnerships to be 
registered in a place of worship [É] This amendment directly concerns 
matters of religious belief. It is not about civil rights, since [É] a civil 
ceremony is freely available. It is, however, about theology and the views that 
religious people hold on homosexual practice. The amendment directly affects 
the internal affairs of religious bodies.
76
 
 
The amendment was withdrawn and, as we detailed above, the prohibition of civil 
partnership registration in religious premises was enacted. Five years later, however, 
during the passage of what became the Equality Act 2010, Lord Alli announced his 
intention to attempt Ôto reverse the current ban on civil partnerships taking place on 
religious premisesÕ.
77
 His argument for doing so was that Ô[i]t is wrong to ban civil 
partnerships from churches and religious institutionsÕ and removing the prohibition 
would be within the Ôtradition of standing up for religious freedomsÕ.
78
 This view 
found wide support, even amongst some Peers with records of voting on faith-based 
grounds against law reform aimed at extending gay and lesbian legal equality. For 
example, Baroness Butler-Sloss, who had opposed the introduction of the Equality 
Act (Sexual Orientation) Regulations 2007 (which prohibited discrimination on the 
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grounds of sexual orientation in respect of, inter alia, the provision of goods, facilities 
and services and the disposal and management of premises),
79
 argued: 
 
I am utterly persuaded by it [the removal of the prohibition of registering a 
civil partnership in a religious premises]. I would be totally opposed to it 
being a requirement, because many churches would ﬁnd this utterly abhorrent; 
but in so far as there are churches and synagogues and other faith places that 
would like this to happen, it is entirely appropriate and I support [it].
80
 
 
Many others, however, remained unpersuaded by this argument. For example, 
Baroness Royall argued that allowing the registration of civil partnerships in religious 
premises Ôblurs the line between what is a civil partnership and something that has 
elements of a religious partnershipÕ.
81
 The Bishop of Bradford (David James) argued 
that Ôwhen Parliament introduced civil partnerships just a few years ago, it drew a 
clear distinction between the new legal status and marriageÕ and that changing this 
would create a ÔmuddleÕ in the area of Ôcivil rights and religious freedomsÕ.
82
 And 
Lord Tebbit argued that allowing civil partnerships to be registered in religious 
premises would Ôequate civil partnership with marriageÕ because, as he 
problematically asserted, marriage is something that takes place in a religious space: 
 
[C]ivil partnership is not a marriage, cannot be a marriage, never will be a 
marriage and should be treated entirely separately from marriage. Marriage is 
celebrated within a church. That is absolutely clear. Other forms of union 
between two persons are not celebrated within a church and I do not think that 
they should be.
83
 
 
These opponents asserted that the restriction on registering a civil partnership in 
religious premises was pivotal to maintaining the distinction between same-sex civil 
partnerships and opposite-sex marriage. ÔChristians and othersÕ, the Bishop of 
Chichester (John Hind) argued, Ôwill continue to resist any blurring of the distinction 
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between marriage and civil partnershipÕ.
84
 However, a central reason why a number 
of parliamentarians supported the repeal of the prohibition of registering civil 
partnerships on religious premises was that they were persuaded that it enhanced 
religious freedom rather than furthered sexual orientation equality. In other words, it 
was accepted that the issue, as Baroness Royall put it, was primarily concerned with 
Ôfundamental religious conscienceÕ rather than Ôcivil rights for lesbians and gay 
men.Õ
85
 Much of the support for the repeal of the prohibition, therefore, can be seen to 
stem from the belief that it provided a mechanism to strengthen the capacity of 
religious organisations to exercise autonomy Ð which, importantly, included 
autonomy to refuse to register civil partnerships.  
 
The Equality Act 2010 repealed the prohibition of registering a civil partnership in 
religious premises in England and Wales
86
 and, following a consultation process, 
Regulations were made to enable the approval of religious premises as places where 
the formation of civil partnerships could happen.
87
 This did not affect the interdiction 
that Ô[n]o religious service is to be used while the civil partnership registrar is 
officiating at the signing of a civil partnership documentÕ.
88
 As a consequence, 
although a civil partnership may be registered in religious premises, the Ôproceedings 
[É] may not be religious in natureÕ.
89
 This means that the proceedings must not 
include extracts from an authorized religious marriage service or from sacred 
religious texts, a religious ritual or series of rituals, hymns or other religious chants, or 
any form of worship
90
 Ð although Ôreadings, songs, or music containing an incidental 
reference to a god or deity in an essentially non-religious contextÕ are permitted.
91
 
These restrictions largely mirror the restrictions placed on proceedings in respect of 
the solemnization of marriage and the registration of civil partnerships in non-
religious approved premises. However, they differ in one crucial respect, insofar as 
the proceedings conducted on religious premises, unlike proceedings conducted on 
non-religious premises, do not include Ôany material used by way of introduction to, 
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in any interval between parts of, or by way of conclusionÕ.
92
 This makes it 
permissible, therefore, to include religious speech in an introduction, interval or 
conclusion to the formation of a civil partnership in approved religious premises and, 
although such speech does not form part of the proceedings by which the civil 
partnership is legally formed, this can be seen to blur the hitherto clear distinction 
between the secular and the sacred that civil partnership maintained.  
 
Despite claims that permitting the registration of a civil partnership in religious 
premises would Ôthreaten religious freedomÕ,
93
 most organized religions continue to 
refuse to register civil partnerships in their premises. The Church of England, for 
example, has stated that Ôthe position under the new arrangements is that no Church of 
England religious premises may become Òapproved premisesÓ for the registration of 
civil partnerships without there having been a formal decision by the General Synod 
to that effectÕ.
94
 The General Synod has made no such decision and the Church of 
England maintains a prohibition of the registration of civil partnerships in all of their 
religious premises. The same is true of most other organized religions, save for in 
respect of a small number of religious premises owned by the Quakers, Unitarians, 
United Reformed Church and other ÔfreeÕ Christian denominations. In this sense, the 
removal of the prohibition of registering a civil partnership on religious premises has 
effectively enabled organized religions to afﬁrm a hierarchical distinction between 
same-sex and opposite-sex couples through the enforcement of a Ôgeography of 
exclusionÕ.
95
 As we examine in the next section, the same hierarchical distinction is 
maintained by organized religions through the exclusion of same-sex couples from the 
spatial and illocutionary aspects of religious marriage.   
 
LOCKING SAME-SEX COUPLES OUT OF RELIGIOUS MARRIAGE 
 
In 2012, when the UK government announced its intention to make Ôcivil marriageÕ 
lawful for same-sex couples in England and Wales, it stated that Ômarriages 
solemnized through a religious ceremony and on religious premises would still only 
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be legally possible between a man and a womanÕ.
96
 It did so in response to the 
Ôreligious organisations that raised concerns about the redefinition of religious 
marriageÕ and to reassure them that there were Ôno proposals to change the way that 
religious marriages are solemnizedÕ.
97
 However, following public consultation, the 
government subsequently announced that Ôthere is strength in the argument that, once 
marriage is made available to same-sex couples, religious organisations should be 
permitted to conduct such ceremonies if they wish toÕ.
98
 The reason for this change 
was that a small number of organized religions had argued that prohibiting the 
solemnization of same-sex marriage on religious premises and according to religious 
rites curtailed religious freedom. The Quakers, for example, argued for Ôa permissive 
law which allows religious freedomÕ.
99
 However, in light of the strong opposition by 
the Church of England, Catholic Church, Muslim Council of Britain and other 
mainstream organized religions to same-sex marriage, the Government stated that Ôit 
will remain unlawful for a religious organisation to marry same-sex couples unless it 
expressly consents and opts in according to a formal process put in place by 
legislationÕ.
100
 As a consequence of this, when the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Bill 
was introduced in Parliament it contained a suite of provisions to ÔprotectÕ religious 
organisations that did not want to solemnize the marriages of same-sex couples. 
 
The governmentÕs branding of the religious protections in the Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013 as the Ôquadruple lockÕ was unintentionally apt because the 
protections essentially allow religious organizations to debar same-sex couples from 
premises and ceremonies that they make available to opposite-sex couples for the 
purpose of solemnizing marriage. The four ÔlocksÕ provide that: solemnizing same-
sex marriage in places of worship or in another place according to religious rites or 
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usages requires a religious organization to Ôopt inÕ;
101
 no person or religious 
organization can be compelled to opt in and, consequently, no person or religious 
organization can be compelled to conduct, be present at, carry out, otherwise 
participate in, or consent to a religious marriage ceremony of a same-sex couple;
102
 
any person or religious organization that does not conduct, is not present at, does not 
carry out, does not otherwise participate in, or does not consent to a religious 
marriage ceremony, for the reason that the marriage is the marriage of a same-sex 
couple, does not contravene anti-discrimination law relating to the provision of 
services and the exercise of public functions;
103
 and the Church of England is unable 
to opt in to solemnizing same-sex marriage in the same way as other religious 
organisations.  
 
The protections relating to the Church of England in the Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013 are extensive,
104
 but of particular note is the provision that: 
 
No Canon of the Church of England is contrary to section 3 of the Submission 
of the Clergy Act 1533 (which provides that no Canons shall be contrary to 
the Royal Prerogative or the customs, laws or statutes of this realm) by virtue 
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of its making provision about marriage being the union of one man with one 
woman.
105
 
 
This provision allows the deﬁnition of marriage as the union of Ôone man with one 
womanÕ contained in Church of England Canon law
106
 to exist in parallel with the 
general marriage law. As a result of this, English law now contains two conﬂicting 
deﬁnitions of marriage because Ô[i]n the law of England and Wales, marriage has the 
same effect in relation to same sex couples as it has in relation to opposite sex 
couplesÕ but this does not have any effect in relation to ÔMeasures and Canons of the 
Church of EnglandÕ, Ôsubordinate legislation (whenever made) made under a Measure 
or Canon of the Church of EnglandÕ, or Ôother ecclesiastical lawÕ.
107
 Allowing this 
difference between Canon and statute law is without direct equivalence in the time 
since the Submission of the Clergy Act 1533 was enacted, and the provision to allow 
Canon law relating to marriage to be contrary to statute law therefore represents an 
important legislative (and constitutional) event.
108
 The practical effect of this 
provision is that it ensures that the Church of England can lock same-sex couples out 
of their churches and rites in respect of the solemnization of marriage.  
 
The religious protections in the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 exist because 
of the acquiescence of legislators to religious intolerance of homosexuality. The 
government described these provisions as Ôpromoting religious freedomÕ
109
 but their 
practical effect is to give religious organizations the freedom to discriminate against 
same-sex couples. This is problematic because if it is accepted that the solemnization 
of all religious marriage in English and Wales is state-sanctioned Ð insofar as 
marriage solemnized according to religious rites and usages can happen only by virtue 
of the statute law that regulates it Ð then the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 
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can be seen to give the stateÕs imprimatur to discrimination based on sexual 
orientation. In short, the state has enabled organized religions to offer opposite-sex 
couples access to their premises and to their ceremonies for the purpose of 
solemnizing marriage whilst explicitly permitting them to deny this access to same-
sex couples. Furthermore, it has shielded religious organizations from any legal claim 
of discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation by providing them with a 
bespoke exception from law prohibiting discrimination in the provision of services to 
the public and the exercise of public functions.
110
 
 
The exclusion of same-sex couples from religious marriage operates through the 
prohibition of solemnizing same-sex marriage in a vast number of religious premises. 
These premises include the almost 16,000 churches of the Church of England in 
which 46,740 marriages of opposite-sex couples were solemnized in 2014,
111
 as well 
as the approximately 1350 churches of the Church in Wales. They also include more 
than 99.5 per cent (22,849 out of 22,957) of the places of worship in England and 
Wales that are registered for the solemnization of opposite-sex marriage.
112
 Taken 
together, these religious premises comprise approximately 40,200 sites in which 
same-sex couples are excluded from having a marriage solemnized. Such spatial 
exclusion serves to almost completely shut same-sex couples out of marriage 
solemnized according to religious rites or usages, save for in respect of those small 
number of places of worship that are registered to solemnize same-sex marriage or in 
circumstances where same-sex marriage is permitted according to the usages of the 
Quakers or of the Jews. As a consequence, same-sex couples are almost completely 
denied access to a mainstream social and cultural practice Ð a religious marriage 
ceremony Ð that is accessed by 30% of all those opposite-sex couples who marry each 
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year.
113
 In respect of marriage solemnized according to the rites of the Church of 
England, access to this mainstream social and cultural practice is the effective legal 
right of opposite-sex couples.
114
 By empowering organized religions including the 
established Church to refuse to give same-sex couples access to religious marriage, 
the state enables organized religions to powerfully express their hostility towards 
homosexuality.  
 
MORE ÔBLURRINGÕ: THE CONVERSION OF CIVIL PARTNERSHIP TO 
MARRIAGE 
 
We examined above how spatial and illocutionary distinctions within English 
marriage law enable organized religions to debar same-sex couples from having a 
marriage solemnized in a place of worship and by way of a religious ceremony. This 
is the outcome, as we have demonstrated, of Parliament enacting legislation that gives 
same-sex couples an effective right to access civil marriage but leaves to religious 
organizations the question of whether or not to permit same-sex couples to have 
access to religious marriage. This approach will be regarded as appropriate by those 
who believe that in a liberal democratic society the state should be ÔneutralÕ in matters 
relating to religion
115
 (although the constitutional relationship between the Church of 
England, the UK Parliament and the Head of State makes neutrality a particularly 
problematic concept in this respect) and exercise its authority only in the civil 
(secular) sphere. This has generally been the approach of successive governments 
which, when legislating in relation to sexual orientation equality, have decided not to 
interfere with the practices of faith-based organizations where such practices do not 
touch on aspect of civil society.
116
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The governmentÕs legislative approach to same-sex marriage appears logical within 
the historical context of marriage law that we described above, because it seems to 
maintain the long-standing distinction between civil and religious marriage that 
emerged in the nineteenth century. However, in this final section we suggest that one 
aspect of the legal framework regulating the solemnization of same-sex marriage 
significantly blurs the distinction between civil and religious marriage. This concerns 
the process by which same-sex couples may convert civil partnership into marriage. 
This process is prescribed by Regulations
117
 made under the Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013
118
 and has been in operation since December 2014. Between that 
time and June 2015, 7,732 couples chose to convert a civil partnership into a 
marriage.
119
 When the government first issued the draft of the Regulations that 
enables the conversion process, the draft contained a Ôstandard procedureÕ which 
required that a conversion Ômust take place at a register officeÕ and that the two 
people converting their civil partnership into a marriage must Ôattend together in 
person before the superintendent registrar of a registration districtÕ
120
 (although 
provision was also made for the superintendent registrar to conduct the conversion 
elsewhere in respect of persons who were housebound, detained or seriously-ill and 
not expected to recover). The draft Regulations stated that civil partners would be 
deemed to have converted their civil partnership into a marriage when each of them 
had signed a Ôconversion declarationÕ that contained, inter alia, a declaration in the 
following terms:  
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I solemnly and sincerely declare that we are in a civil partnership with each 
other and I know of no legal reason why we may not convert our civil 
partnership into a marriage. I understand that on signing this document we will 
be converting our civil partnership into a marriage and you will thereby 
become my lawful wife [or husband].
121
 
 
The draft Regulations imposed the blanket prohibition that Ô[n]o religious service is to 
be used at a conversionÕ.
122
 It is clear, then, that at the time the government issued the 
draft Regulations it imagined that the conversion of a civil partnership into a marriage 
would be done wholly by civil (secular) means: the conversion would take place in a 
register officer (save for in those cases where the parties were unable to attend) and 
would be completed without any illocutionary procedure.
123
  
 
Following the issuing of the draft Regulations, Jakki Livesey-van Dorst and her 
partner, Sheila, a same-sex couple who had been together for 22 years and had been in 
a civil partnership for 8 years, launched an online petition complaining about the 
conversion process. The couple, who wished to covert their civil partnership to 
marriage, protested that they would not be Ôallowed all the things that make a 
marriage specialÕ, such as Ôchoosing a venue of meaning, having a ceremonyÕ and 
being Ôable to say the marriage vowsÕ.
124
 The petition attracted 42,176 supporters and, 
alongside criticism of the draft Regulations by some members of the House of Lords, 
this encouraged the government to withdraw and significantly revise the 
Regulations.
125
 When the revised draft Regulations were laid before Parliament, 
Baroness Garden explained: 
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There has been a lot of discussion about these proposals since we first laid 
instruments [É] People felt that these were too restrictive and did not allow 
sufficient flexibility for the celebration of their marriage for couples who had 
chosen to enter civil partnerships at a time when marriage was not available. 
As a result, we agreed to see what we could do to provide greater choice for 
couples. We have done that, and these instruments offer more flexibility, 
allowing conversions to be completed in the same range of venues where 
same-sex couples can currently marry.
126
 
 
As a consequence, the enacted Regulations contain Ð alongside the standard 
procedure for conversion in a register or local registration office
127
 Ð a Ôtwo stage 
procedureÕ
128
 that allows for a conversion to take place in either Ôsecular premisesÕ
129
 
or Ôreligious premisesÕ.
130
 When a couple convert a civil partnership in religious 
premises they must engage in a three-step process: first, both parties to a civil 
partnership attend together in person before the superintendent registrar to provide 
certain required information;
131
 second, the parties to the civil partnership along with 
the superintendent registrar attend the religious premises in which the conversion 
takes place to sign the conversion declaration (which must, inter alia, be a building or 
place wherein the relevant governing authority of the religion concerned has given 
written consent to the reading or celebration of a marriage service in the case of a 
same-sex marriage
132
); third, a religious ceremony is Ôheld in respect of the marriage 
immediately following the conversionÕ.
133
 In essence, then, the conversion of a civil 
partnership to a marriage in this way, although it takes place in religious premises, is 
an entirely civil process since the conversion is deemed complete once the parties to 
the civil partnership and the superintendent registrar have signed the conversion 
declaration. Although a religious ceremony (a blessing) may immediately follow the 
signing of the conversion declaration, the marriage is deemed to already exist at that 
point. Therefore, the conversion of a civil partnership to a marriage in religious 
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premises is the same as a civil marriage in a register office that is followed by a 
religious ceremony in religious premises insofar as Ô[n]othing in the reading or 
celebration of a marriage service [É] shall supersede or invalidate the [É] 
marriageÕ.
134
  
 
Although the staged process whereby a civil partnership is converted to a marriage in 
religious premises is designed to conform to the historical logic that ÔcivilÕ and 
ÔreligiousÕ marriage are entirely distinct, it nevertheless uniquely and significantly 
ÔblursÕ this distinction. This is because the conversion process for the first time 
enables a civil marriage to come into existence in a place of worship. The marriage is 
ÔcivilÕ insofar as it is the consequence of a procedure carried out by a state official 
(the superintendent registrar) who, at the request of the parties who are converting the 
civil partnership, executes the procedure in religious premises. This can be seen to 
collapse the previous strong spatial distinction between the register office and places 
of worship, because it effectively means that a marriage ÔarisesÕ
135
 from a wholly civil 
process carried out within a sacred space. Hitherto this was not possible because 
although a registrar (albeit not a superintendent registrar) may have been present at a 
marriage solemnized in a registered building, such a marriage has always been 
solemnized Ôaccording to such form and [religious] ceremony as those persons [to be 
married] may see fit to adoptÕ.
136
  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have demonstrated that the spatial and illocutionary requirements for the 
solemnization of marriage in England and Wales, which are organized according to 
the long-standing distinction between civil and religious marriage, provide the basis 
on which discrimination against same-sex couples persists. Same-sex couples who 
wish to solemnize a marriage are currently excluded from all but the tiniest number of 
places of worship in England and Wales and, as a consequence, cannot participate in 
many of the religious rites and usages available to opposite-sex couples. Given that 
the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 provides the means for organized 
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religions Ð other than the Church of England Ð to opt-in to solemnizing same-sex 
marriage, it is possible that same-sex couples will gain wider access to religious 
marriage in the future. In this respect, discrimination against same-sex couples may 
diminish as a result of socio-religious change (although, of course, it could also 
intensify). Aside from waiting to see if more organized religions are prepared to offer 
same-sex couples access to the spaces in and ceremonies by which they solemnize the 
marriages of opposite-sex couples, it is open to Parliament to legislate to address 
discrimination against same-sex couples in respect of the solemnization of marriage. 
Short of abolishing marriage as a legal institution,
137
 there are two principal 
legislative options available.  
 
The first option available to Parliament to end discrimination against same-sex 
couples in respect of the solemnization of marriage is to repeal all of the current legal 
provisions that protect organized religions that solemnize opposite-sex marriage but 
refuse to solemnize same-sex marriage. For example, Parliament could repeal the 
provision in the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 that disapplies the 
Submission of the Clergy Act 1533 to the Church of EnglandÕs Canon law on 
marriage.
138
 This would have the immediate effect of making the Church of EnglandÕs 
Canon law concept of marriage as being the union of one man with one woman 
contrary to the Ôlawes or statutes of this RealmeÕ and, as a consequence, require it to 
change.
139
 The effect of repealing this and the other provisions that make up the so-
called Ôquadruple lockÕ would be the creation of a legal environment in which 
organized religions that currently solemnize opposite-sex marriage could be 
compelled by legal means (including, for example, Ôby the enforcement of a contract 
or a statutory or other legal requirementÕ
140
) to offer the same ÔserviceÕ to same-sex 
couples. Such compulsion would undoubtedly produce significant resistance from 
some organized religions and the individuals attached to them, who would complain 
that requiring them to solemnize the marriages of same-sex couples violated their 
rights guaranteed by Article 9 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
(freedom of thought, conscience and religion). It is currently unclear how the 
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European Court of Human Rights would adjudicate such a complaint but its 
established jurisprudence Ð which stresses that the state must strive to Ômaintain true 
religious pluralism, which is inherent in the concept of a democratic societyÕ
141
 and 
that the stateÕs role, as the Ôneutral and impartial organiser of the exercise of various 
religions, faiths and beliefsÕ, is not Ôto remove the cause of [any] tension by 
eliminating pluralismÕ
142
 Ð suggests that a failure to adequately protect a religious 
organization or individual from being compelled to solemnize a same-sex marriage by 
way of a religious ceremony would be regarded as amounting to a violation of Article 
9 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
143
 
 
The second option available to Parliament to end discrimination against same-sex 
couples in respect of the solemnization of marriage would be to legislate to end the 
capacity of organized religions to solemnize marriage and instead to vest the power to 
authorize and solemnize marriage solely in the office of the superintendent registrar. 
This would abolish religious marriage, but the existing two-stage process of civil 
marriage followed by religious ceremony could be retained.
 144
 Organized religions 
would maintain the capacity to refuse to provide same-sex couples with a religious 
ceremony following a civil marriage, but since any such ceremony would not 
Ôsupersede or invalidateÕ the marriage
145
 the refusal to provide it could not be deemed 
to be discrimination in respect of the solemnization of marriage. Depriving organized 
religions of the capacity to solemnize marriage would no doubt produce the claim that 
this amounted to a human rights violation. However, the European Court of Human 
Rights has been clear that the provisions of Article 9 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights Ôdo not purport to regulate marriage in any religious senseÕ.
146
 In 
addition, the right to marry enshrined in Article 12 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights is guaranteed Ôaccording to the national laws governing the exercise of 
this rightÕ and the European Court of Human Rights has accepted that Ôlimitations on 
the right to marry laid down in the national laws may comprise formal rules 
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concerning [É] the solemnisation of marriageÕ providing that these do not Ôdeprive a 
person or a category of persons of full legal capacity of the right to marry with the 
partners of their choiceÕ.
147
 Therefore, ending the capacity of the Church of England 
to authorize and solemnize marriage and the capacity of other organized religions to 
solemnize marriage on the authority of superintendent registrarÕs certificates may not 
present significant problems in respect of potential human rights litigation. It is 
pertinent, however, that a recent scoping paper issued by the Law Commission in 
relation to their government-requested review of English marriage law stated that 
Ôconsidering universal civil marriage as an optionÕ was out of the question because 
this Ôwould go against the whole genesis of this project, which was about extending 
the right to solemnize marriages, not taking it awayÕ.
148
 The Law Commission has 
also made clear that the question of Ôwhether or not religious groups should be 
obliged to solemnize marriages of same sex couplesÕ falls outside the scope of its 
review.
149
 
 
Given the long-standing legal organization of marriage in England and Wales, 
whereby organized religions retain significant autonomy to solemnize marriage, it is 
unlikely that the UK Parliament will pursue either of the legislative options outlined 
above. This is not least because of the Ôlong and complex intertwining of the 
monarchy, the Church of England, [and] ParliamentÕ and the ways in which Ô[o]ther 
Christian denominations and leading representatives of Hindu, Jewish, Muslim, and 
Sikh faith communities have also gained admission in various ways to this pragmatic 
ÒsettlementÓÕ.
150
 In other words, in order to make either of the legislative changes 
proposed above Parliament would need to significantly dismantle a religious 
settlement that is at the heart of British society. It is regrettable, in our view, that the 
current legislative framework regulating the solemnization of marriage will likely 
endure for a considerable period of time and, as a consequence, will perpetuate 
discrimination against same-sex couples. However, as we argued above, we also think 
it highly significant that Parliament has on two occasions been prepared to legislate in 
ways that blur otherwise clear legal boundaries between the secular and the sacred (in 
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respect of the registration of civil partnership, and the conversion of civil partnership 
to marriage) in order to enable wholly civil functions to be carried out in religious 
spaces. In doing so, legislators have pragmatically massaged the established division 
between the civil and the religious spheres in order to address aspects of 
discrimination against same-sex couples. Nevertheless, since the current legislative 
settlement makes the access of same-sex couples to religious marriage dependent 
upon the consent of organized religions, it is almost certain that discrimination on the 
grounds of sexual orientation in respect of the solemnization of marriage will endure.  
 
 
 
 
